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El Orientador Experto Gerard Egan Pdf pdf el orientador experimentoIslamic State militants launched a large-scale assault on the Kurdish-held city of Kobani on Wednesday, and a US-led coalition is
carrying out airstrikes to support the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF). Meanwhile, ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi has reportedly warned his followers that the loss of Kobani would be a "disaster" for

the Islamic State. The SDF said on Wednesday that ISIS and its allies had made their biggest advance yet in the months-long battle for Kobani, pushing into the town center and killing or capturing
dozens of SDF fighters. ISIL launched a large-scale attack on the Kurdish-controlled town on Wednesday, and the clashes are ongoing. ISIS militants have attacked Kobani before, but Wednesday's

fighting was the biggest attack the terror group has mounted in weeks. ISIS is believed to have been assisted by the Assad regime. The assault on Kobani comes after ISIS' losses in Qamishli and Tal
Abyad, two other towns along the Syria-Turkey border that were surrounded by SDF fighters in the months leading up to the assault on Kobani, according to SDF spokesman Kino Gabriel. Rise of the

caliphate Kobani has been the center of a military campaign by the SDF and US-led coalition against ISIS since September 16. The town has seen some of the fiercest fighting between ISIS and the US-
led coalition in Syria, along with other Kurdish and Syrian rebel groups. The SDF launched the offensive in Kobani in the wake of the city being taken from ISIS by forces that included a Kurdish faction
of the Free Syrian Army. A Kurdish-led coalition of rebel groups also eventually seized the town on October 15. Related: Can 'Islamic State' be defeated without US military intervention? ISIS saw it as

the start of an eventual defeat on the Syrian battlefield, and a self-proclaimed "caliphate" that would begin expanding from Kobani. "God willing, the attack on the land of the caliphate will be
completed in stages in the coming days, and it will serve as a huge disaster for all terrorist organizations that are within it," ISIS leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi said in a message posted online on

Tuesday, according to the SITE Intelligence Group. US and coalition military officials claimed on Wednesday that the airstrikes had
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